The performance of acoustic treatments installed on aircraft engines is strongly influenced by the boundary layer of the grazing flow on the surface of the liner. The parametric study presented in this paper illustrates the extent of this effect and identifies when it is significant. The acoustic modes of a circular duct with flow are calculated using a finite difference method. The parameters are representative of the flow conditions, liners and sound fields found in current turbofan engines. Both the intake and bypass ducts are considered. Results show that there is a complex interplay between the boundary layer thickness, the direction of propagation and the liner impedance and that the boundary layer can have a strong impact on liner performance for typical configurations (including changes of the order of 30 dB on the attenuation of modes associated with tonal fan noise). A modified impedance condition including the effect of a small but finite boundary layer thickness is considered and compared to the standard Myers condition based on an infinitely thin boundary layer. We show how this impedance condition can be implemented in a mode calculation method by introducing auxiliary variables. This condition is able to capture the trends associated with the boundary layer effects and in most cases provides improved predictions of liner performance.
Introduction
The challenge when predicting sound absorption by acoustic treatments in the presence of grazing flow is to describe the interactions between the sound field, the boundary layer over the surface, and the liner. A complete description of a typical honeycomb-perforate liner would include the micro-fluid dynamics near the holes on the facing sheet, the sound field in the honeycomb cavities, the mean flow and the turbulent structures in the boundary layer and the incoming sound field interacting with all of these. For practical purposes most of these aspects are heavily simplified. However, from an engineering point of view there is still a need for improving the attenuation achieved by turbofan liners to further reduce noise emission from air transport (this is also relevant to applications in the automotive industry). In addition it is important to reduce the uncertainty associated with existing models based on a simplified description of the boundary layer.
The model commonly used for this purpose is the Myers condition [1] where the interaction between sound and the mean boundary layer is described by a vortex sheet model, and the liner is characterised solely by its acoustic impedance. There are however a number of shortcomings associated with such a simple model. It is not well-posed in the time domain, which causes various difficulties for computational simulations [2, 3] . The actual behaviour of the hydrodynamic field above the liner is quite different from what is predicted by the Myers condition since the vortex sheet is a crude description of a compressible boundary layer [4] [5] [6] . Several published results indicated that the boundary layer has a significant effect on liner attenuation [7] [8] [9] , but most of these results are either experimental data for small ducts where the flow velocity and boundary layer are not always representative of the actual intake ducts for instance [10] , or theoretical predictions for specific modes or conditions relatively different from turbofan engine liners. The impact of the boundary layer refraction on the performance of a liner was studied by Rice [11] [12] [13] [14] who obtained correlation equations for the optimum impedance, the maximum attenuation and the cut-off ratio of the duct modes. These equations capture trends observed in the experimental data available at the time and show a significant impact of the boundary layer on the optimum impedance (see for instance Fig. 3 in [11] ). However they rely on a number of assumptions and simplifications.
More recently, several modified impedance conditions have been proposed to provide improved predictions [15, 16, 4, 17] . The introduction of the boundary layer thickness as an additional parameter offers the potential for more accurate predictions of the performance of liners under grazing flow. A preliminary study [18] indicated that the effect of the boundary layer is not always well predicted by the Myers condition, and that the impedance condition proposed by Brambley [17] tends to provide a better description of this effect. However, the analysis in [18] was only considering a plane wave reflected off a flat surface.
The present paper reports a detailed parametric study of the boundary layer effects with a test case and parameters representative of the inlet and bypass ducts of current large turbofan engines. The aim is to clarify in which situations this effect is significant and what are the parameters that are important in this context. This is done by calculating the attenuation rate of a large number of duct modes in various conditions of flow liner. Several models for the boundary layer are compared (see Section 2): (i) uniform flow with the Myers condition, (ii) uniform flow with the modified impedance condition proposed in [17] and (iii) a reference solution with the actual boundary layer profile with the no-flow impedance condition at the wall. A high-order finite difference model is used to calculate the acoustic modes (see Section 3) . A range of parameters is considered to cover the different flow conditions, sound fields and liners found in the intake and bypass ducts of a modern turbofan engine. In the discussion of the results (Sections 5-7) we attempt to address the following issues: (i) provide a quantitative assessment of the effect of the boundary layer and identify in which cases it is significant, and what are the modes sensitive to its influence; (ii) identify when the Myers impedance condition is unable to capture the influence of the boundary layer; (iii) assess the modified impedance condition to determine if and when it can provide improved predictions. The main conclusions are then summarised in Section 8.
Governing equations
We consider a straight duct with circular cross section and radius R. The duct axis is z, the radial and azimuthal coordinates are r and θ, respectively. The duct carries an axi-symmetric, axial flow with velocity u 0 ðrÞ, mean density ρ 0 ðrÞ and sound speed c 0 ðrÞ. Viscosity and heat conduction are neglected.
Linearised euler equations
The propagation of small perturbations of the mean flow is described by the linearised Euler equations, written here in cylindrical coordinates: ]. The use of this modified variable is preferred here as it allows us to write the Euler equations in a conservative form, thus avoiding the presence of mean flow gradients in the governing equations. The matrices F z , F r and F θ represent the fluxes in each direction, and the matrix F c describes the Coriolis forces due to the use of cylindrical coordinates. The definitions of these matrices are as follows: 2   6  6  6  6  6  6  4   3   7  7  7  7  7  7  5 :
We seek normal modes of the sound field in the duct by requiring that
where ω is the angular frequency, m is the azimuthal order of the mode and k is the axial wavenumber. The governing
For a prescribed frequency ω Eq. (2) represents a generalised eigenvalue problem for k with eigenvector q. If the axial wavenumber is complex, the absorption rate of this mode is given by 720 ImðkÞ=lnð10Þ (in dB/m) where the þ and À signs are used for mode propagating in the negative or positive directions.
Fully-resolved boundary layer
To describe the effect of the boundary layer on liner attenuation we consider that the flow is uniform except for a boundary layer of finite thickness δ at the wall. Since there is no mean flow at the wall we can directly use the standard impedance relation for a locally reacting liner characterised by its impedance ZðωÞ:
Fully resolving the boundary layer is more costly but will provide the reference solutions to assess the impedance conditions described in the next two sections.
The Myers condition
The first model we consider is that of an infinitely thin boundary layer above the liner ðkδ⪡1Þ. This is described by the Ingard-Myers condition [20, 1] where the boundary layer is represented by a vortex sheet across which the continuity of pressure and normal displacement is imposed [21] . For a flat surface this boundary condition reads
While, in this paper, we refer to Eq. (4) as an impedance condition, it is important to note that it is a combination of the standard impedance relation (3) with a simplified model for the transmission of sound through the boundary layer. It is applied directly at the wall and the mean flow is assumed uniform with a non-zero wall slip velocity u 0 . The effect of the boundary layer is therefore not described by the governing equation (1) 
Boundary condition with a finite boundary layer thickness
A modified impedance condition has been proposed by Brambley [17] where the boundary layer thickness δ is taken to be small but finite. Outside the boundary layer the mean flow is uniform. Following the approach originally used by Eversman and Beckemeyer [21] , this impedance condition is obtained by a matched asymptotic expansion of the PridmoreBrown equation in the boundary layer. With our notations this boundary condition reads: We use u 0 ð0Þ and ρ 0 ð0Þ to refer to the mean flow properties outside the boundary layer. By developing the integral for δI 0 it is possible to write:
where we have introduced
δ 1 is the displacement thickness of the boundary layer and δ 2 is the momentum thickness. δ 0 can be considered as the 'mass' thickness as it is only associated with the mean density profile. Its effect will not be considered here, since only a uniform density profile will be used. Note that the general definitions for the displacement and momentum thicknesses of a boundary layer in a circular duct are more complicated, but the expressions in the equation above correspond to the approximations of these definitions to first order in δ.
The δI 1 term cannot be simplified in the same way as δI 0 . One exception, which we will use here, is that of a boundary layer with a linear velocity profile and a constant mean density. In this case we have:
and Eq. (6) becomes:
As for the Myers condition (4), Eq. (8) is applied directly at the wall r ¼R with a uniform flow instead of the boundary layer. In other words, the impedance condition (8) is an approximation of the equivalent boundary condition required in the uniform flow case in order to recover the same results as with a boundary layer. One remaining issue is that Eq. (8) is not in a form suitable for the eigenvalue problem (2) where all the terms should be independent of k or linear in k. This is addressed by first rewriting the second term on the left-hand side in terms of the axial and azimuthal components of velocity. Since we are assuming a uniform flow above the impedance condition these components are related to pressure by 
The second term on the left-hand side in (8) can therefore be written
To obtain a set of equations with only linear terms in k we have to introduce two auxiliary variables that are defined only on the boundary:
The impedance boundary condition can finally be written
The additional variables α 0 and β 0 are only defined on the boundary. The restriction to a linear boundary layer profile is required here in order to write the boundary condition in a way that is compatible with the eigenvalue problem (2) . But this is not necessarily restrictive since it was observed in [18] and [8] that the actual velocity profile of the boundary layer only has a small impact on the liner attenuation provided that the displacement thickness δ 1 is kept constant.
Numerical solutions

Finite-difference approximations
The eigenvalue problem (2) is solved numerically using a high-order finite-difference method. The grid points are distributed between r ¼0 and r¼ R and denoted r n with n ¼ 1; …; N. Seven-point, fourth-order DRP stencils [22, 23] are used to approximate the radial derivative in Eq. (2) . This leads to an algebraic system of equations of the form:
The vector Q contains all the unknowns q at the N grid points, together with the auxiliary variables α 0 and β 0 if the modified impedance condition (11) is used.
For a given frequency we solve this generalised eigenvalue problem for the eigenvalue k and mode shape function Q using the Matlab function EIG based on the iterative QZ algorithm.
Boundary conditions
The discrete form (12) of the eigenvalue problem is modified to account for the boundary condition at the duct wall. All three impedance conditions (3), (4) and (6) specify the radial velocity. Each of these conditions is therefore used instead of the equation from (2) for the radial component of momentum. For the modified impedance condition (6), the two additional variables α 0 and β 0 are introduced at the last grid point r N . The additional equations for these unknowns are given by (10) .
For the numerical treatment of the axis of symmetry, we use a technique similar to that of Mohseni and Colonius [24] where additional grid points are added with negative radial coordinates to extend the grid beyond the axis of symmetry. Since we are using a seven-point stencil, three grid points r À 2 , r À 1 and r 0 are added. They are mirror images of the first three grid points and are therefore defined by r À k ¼ Àr 1 þ k with k ¼ 0; 1; 2. The key is to ensure that r 1 a 0 so that the apparent singularity in the governing equation (2) is not present at any grid point.
The solutions at the additional grid points are not calculated with (2) but are defined directly by the e À imθ dependence for each azimuthal mode m. For a scalar field f (i.e. eitherp 0 or ρ 0 ) this yields:
For a vector field such as the acoustic velocity the conditions are
The change in sign stems from the fact that the basis vectors e r and e θ vary with θ whereas e z is independent of position.
Eqs. (13) and (14) are sufficient to fully specify the solutions at the three additional grid points. Boundary conditions for symmetry axes are generally formulated in terms of parity conditions. Boyd provides a discussion of the use of this condition [25] and details of the derivation can be found in [26] . For cylindrical coordinates these conditions depend on the azimuthal order m:
We have checked that the use of (13) and (14) yield solutions that satisfy the parity conditions above.
Identification of well-resolved numerical modes
Of all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors obtained from (12) , only a small number can be considered to be sufficiently well resolved to correspond to physical modes. The other solutions are dominated by point-to-point oscillations and are not representative of the physics. It is therefore necessary to identify the modes that can be considered physical and discard the others.
The method used here for this purpose is based on selective filters developed for high-order finite-difference schemes. These filters are designed to retain only the very short wavelength components in a finite-difference solution. The filtered solutionq is calculated as follows:q
where a i are the coefficients of the filter (with a i ¼ a À i ). For a mode that is well resolved, the filtered mode shape functionqðrÞ will be small compared to the original shape function qðrÞ itself. On the other hand, if an eigenvector is dominated by point-to-point oscillations thenqðrÞ will be as large as qðrÞ. Hence by comparing the magnitude ofqðrÞ with qðrÞ we can define a quantitative measure of how well resolved a mode is. Here this is done by calculating
which corresponds to the ratio between the L 2 norms of the filtered and original shape functions. In this definition the norm is calculated using the trapezoidal rule. The modes are ordered by increasing σ and only a given number of well-resolved modes are used. The filter used in this work is the 7-point filter proposed in [23] .
Identification of acoustic modes
The eigenvalue problem (2) yields not only acoustic modes but also entropy and vorticity modes. With uniform base flow the distinction between these three types of modes is unambiguous. Vorticity modes have no influence on the perturbations of pressure or density, and are associated with divergence-free velocity fields. Entropy modes generate density fluctuations but no velocity or pressure fluctuation. With parallel sheared flow this separation is not possible, but the modes can still be categorised as predominantly associated with acoustic, vorticity or entropy fluctuations.
To identify pressure dominated modes we can calculate
If this quantity is above a certain threshold the mode is considered to be pressure dominated (so mostly acoustic) and is retained. Note that the definition above applies when the physical quantities are non-dimensional. Another method to separate acoustic modes from the convected modes is based on the axial wavenumber k. For acoustic modes ReðkÞ is expected to remain bounded above by ω=minðu 0 þ c 0 Þ while for convected modes we can expect ω=maxðu 0 Þ≲ReðkÞ≲ω=minðu 0 Þ which corresponds to the continuous spectrum. In this work we discard modes for which ReðkÞ 4 k max where k max is the midway point between ω=minðu 0 þ c 0 Þ and ω=maxðu 0 Þ.
Direction of propagation
In this work, the direction of propagation of a given mode is identified by the direction of decay, i.e. the sign of ImðkÞ. This method does not address instability waves (such as those discussed by [27, 28] ) but the focus in the present paper is on standard acoustic modes for which this simplified method is sufficient. A more general technique consists in estimating the group velocity of each mode by performing a second calculation with a small imaginary part added to the frequency. This would double the cost of the calculations but offer the advantage of taking into account the influence of the variations of the impedance function ZðωÞ with frequency.
Ordering of the acoustic modes
Finally the acoustic modes are ordered based on the following definition of the radial wavenumber:
It should be noted that this definition is only valid for a uniform mean flow, since it is derived from the dispersion relation for acoustic waves in uniform flow. It is still useful to define this quantity when a boundary layer is included in the mean flow profile. For a given azimuthal order m the modes are ordered based on the real part of k r .
Validation
The numerical model and its Matlab implementation have been validated against various existing solutions, including analytical solutions for a rigid duct with uniform flow, numerical solutions for cases with uniform flow and the Myers condition [29] and numerical solutions from [17] obtained with the Myers condition, the modified impedance condition (6) and a fully-resolved boundary layer. In all cases very good agreement was observed with the reference solutions.
Parametric study
To assess the effect of the boundary layer on liner performance in modern turbofan engines, the attenuation of duct modes in a straight circular duct is calculated over a wide range of parameters. All test cases are defined in terms of nondimensional parameters by setting the mean density, sound speed and duct radius to 1.
Except for the boundary layer ðRÀ δor oRÞ, the mean flow is uniform with axial velocity u 0 ¼ Mc 0 where M is the mean flow Mach number. Three flow conditions are typically considered corresponding to the certification points. We will primarily use the cutback (M¼0.5) and sideline (M¼0.55) conditions where the flow velocity is high. The actual grazing flow velocity 'seen' by the intake liner can be much larger than the Mach number at the fan face, especially close to the throat of the inlet. So a wide range of Mach numbers will be considered in Section 5.3.
The boundary layer thickness varies substantially over the length of the intake liner. In the bypass duct the boundary layer is also expected to be relatively thick. Most of the calculations will be with a linear velocity profile. While a linear profile is unlikely to be realistic the actual velocity profile of the boundary layer was found to have a limited impact on the liner attenuation [8, 18] provided that the displacement thickness δ 1 defined in (7) remains constant. (This observation will be tested again using different boundary layer profiles.) We therefore consider a range of values for the displacement thickness of the boundary layer from 0.25% to 1.5%. There is little information on the detailed profiles of the boundary layers found in the intake and bypass ducts, but the case δ 1 ¼ 1% will be considered as a best estimate for the boundary layer found in front of the fan. Smaller values of δ 1 should be expected upstream of the fan where the boundary layer is growing, and values above 1% should be representative of the boundary layer inside the bypass duct.
We use a simple impedance model for a single-degree-of-freedom liner [30] :
The baseline values for the liner resistance are R L ¼ 4 and 5 for the cutback and sideline configurations, respectively, but other values of R L will also be considered to illustrate the effect of the liner resistance. The reactance X L is shown in Fig. 1 and the specific values for the different configurations will be given below. These values of impedance have been chosen to be representative of a typical intake liner.
Individual modes
First we focus on the attenuation rate of duct modes taken individually. For this purpose results are presented for the Blade Passing Frequency (BPF). These results are therefore relevant for tonal noise, typically fan noise. For the cutback and sideline configurations the BPF corresponds to a Helmholtz number (based on the duct radius) of 23 and 28, respectively. 
Intake (upstream propagation)
We begin by discussing the case of the intake liner, by considering only the modes propagating against the flow. Rather than considering a single duct mode, we assess the effect of the boundary layer over a range of modes, by solving the eigenvalue problem (12) for a large number of radial modes and for all the azimuthal orders up to m ¼ m max .
When studying the attenuation of acoustic modes in lined ducts, Rice [13] introduced the following cut-off ratio:
where ϕ is the phase of k r . For hard-wall ducts ðϕ ¼ 0Þ, η41 for propagating modes and ηo1 for evanescent modes. For lined ducts, k r is complex valued ðϕ a 0Þ and there is a continuous transition from well cut-on modes to strongly cut-off modes but η remains a useful parameter correlated to the attenuation rate of the mode.
In the present work we use a similar parameter defined as follows
The reasons for introducing this parameter are that (i) we found modes corresponding to complex values of η while ξ remains real and (ii) almost all the modes of interest are found in the range 0 o ξo1.
To identify general trends in the absorption rate and in the influence of the boundary layer Fig. 2 shows the absorption rate of the duct modes as a function of the parameter ξ for the cutback configuration (M ¼0.5) at the blade passing frequency and with the liner model (15), corresponding to an impedance Z C4 Ài. Results are shown for the Myers condition (4), the modified impedance condition (6) and the fully-resolved boundary layer. Each data point in Fig. 2 corresponds to an individual mode calculated with a particular boundary condition and for a given boundary layer thickness. A first observation is that when the attenuation is smaller than approximately 12 dB=R there is a well defined trend relating the mode absorption and ξ. Above this threshold the modal absorption behaves more erratically. Close to cut-off ðξ ¼ 1Þ, for large absorption, or for a thick boundary layer, this trend is not so clearly visible, which could be related to the fact that these modes tend to be very sensitive to any change in parameters. Obviously one should expect the absorption to be close to zero for the plane wave ðξ ¼ 0Þ and to increase with ξ, but Fig. 2 indicates that this trend follows a precise relation, where the absorption increases with ξ, at first relatively slowly, but then quite sharply for modes close to cut-off. With the Myers condition, there is a cluster of modes with an absorption rate between 30 and 35 dB and a ξ close to 0.5.
The nature of these modes is further described by plotting the axial and radial wavenumbers in the complex plane, as shown in Fig. 3 . For these modes the imaginary part of the radial wavenumber is relatively large but still comparable to the other modes. For surface waves Imðk r Þ is expected to be much larger. So, although they begin to show properties that are expected of surface waves, the group of modes observed in Fig. 2 can still be considered as acoustic modes. It is important to note that surface waves do not represent a category of modes completely distinct from classical acoustic modes: when varying the impedance an acoustic mode can smoothly evolve into a surface wave. There is a clear trend for the impact of the boundary layer on the absorption with a consistent reduction of the attenuation as the boundary layer thickness increases, especially between δ 1 ¼ 0:5% and 1%. The change in attenuation is significant, for many modes the reduction can be of the order of 5 or 10 dB. This trend is properly captured by the modified impedance condition (6), including for the thick boundary layer ðδ 1 ¼ 1:5 percentÞ. Even when the absorption rate is above 12 dB, this impedance condition is able to provide predictions that are relatively close to the exact solution. This reduction in attenuation associated with thicker boundary layers is expected for intake liners. It is generally explained by the refraction effect of the mean flow shear in the boundary layer. For modes propagating upstream, sound is refracted away from the duct wall, thus resulting in a reduction of the effective attenuation achieved by the liner.
However this overall trend in the effect of the boundary layer can change by simply considering a different liner. In Fig. 4 we perform a similar analysis but with a lower liner resistance R L ¼ 2.
In this case the difference between the Myers condition and the model with a finite-thickness boundary layer is also significant. For instance for modes with ξC0:6 the Myers condition underestimates the attenuation by more than 5 dB compared to a boundary layer thickness δ 1 ¼ 1%. The modified impedance condition (6) is able to capture more accurately the absorption and the effect of the boundary layer. This is particularly true for the boundary layer thickness 0.5%, and less so for the larger values of δ 1 . The key difference when compared to the impedance Z C4 À i used in Fig. 2 is that with Z C2 Ài we do not observe a consistent reduction of the attenuation for increasing boundary layer thickness. Instead the attenuation increases between δ 1 ¼ 0, 0.5 and 1% but then decreases when the boundary layer thickness is further increased to 1.5%. This behaviour cannot be explained by the refraction effect of the boundary layer, and this illustrates that the effect of boundary layer on the liner attenuation is more complex than only changing the propagation of sound before it interacts with the liner. The fact that the trends in Figs. 2 and 4 are reversed suggests that there is an impedance for which the boundary layer has no, or little, effect on attenuation.
Note also that with R L ¼ 2 the link between absorption and cut-off ratio already observed in Fig. 2 is even more clearly visible. This is especially true for the Myers condition for which all the modes lie on a single curve.
It is also possible to consider modes individually to better understand their properties. As an example results are shown for the sideline configuration (ω ¼ 28 and M¼ 0.55) at the blade passing frequency with a boundary layer thickness δ 1 ¼ 1% and the liner model (15) with R L ¼ 5 corresponding to Z C5 À 0:56i. Fig. 5 shows the absorption rate for each mode ordered by azimuthal and radial orders. Also shown is the difference between the different predictions. It can be seen that the attenuation increases with both the azimuthal and radial orders. This is expected and is consistent with the results presented above. The Myers condition (4) tends to significantly overestimate the attenuation. The difference with the fully resolved boundary layer increases with azimuthal order to reach a maximum (when ξ is close to 1) and then decay. For instance for the first radial mode with m ¼24 the error is more than 30 dB, and the error is above 5 dB for a wide range of azimuthal orders. Again the modified impedance condition (8) provides significantly improved predictions, with differences with the reference solutions of at most 4 dB.
We can assess more precisely the effect of the boundary layer on a specific mode, for instance the first radial mode m¼24 which is representative of the modes generated by the fan. Fig. 6 shows how the attenuation rate of this mode varies with the boundary layer thickness, for the sideline case at the blade passing frequency.
With the baseline liner resistance R L ¼ 5 we can see a rapid decrease in attenuation when δ 1 is increased with more than 30 dB between 0 and 1.5%. Again this trend is consistent with the refraction effect of the boundary layer on waves propagating upstream. The Myers condition does not capture this trend and only predicts an attenuation independent of δ 1 . The modified impedance condition is able to follow quite closely the exact result.
With a lower liner resistance R L ¼ 2 the effect of the boundary layer thickness is noticeably different. From δ ¼ 0 to 0.4% the boundary layer increases the attenuation of this mode, which goes against an interpretation in terms of refraction effect.
For larger values of δ 1 the trend is a reduction of the attenuation. The modified impedance condition is able to represent the overall trend but overestimates the attenuation by 3 or 4 dB.
Finally it is also interesting to consider the change in mode shape functions associated with the presence of the boundary layer. This is shown in Fig. 7 for the first radial mode with m ¼24 for the sideline conditions at the blade passing frequency. Since these shape functions are defined up to a complex-valued factor, care is needed to perform a meaningful comparison. All the modes are normalised so that the integrated L 2 norm of the pressure shape function is unity. The phase of the normalisation constant for each mode is then determined so as to minimise the difference with the pressure shape function obtained for the fully-resolved boundary layer with δ 1 ¼ 1%. It can be seen in Fig. 7 that the boundary layer changes the shape of the mode with the two impedance values considered. Whether this change is significant is an open question and will probably depend on the application (mode matching schemes, mode detection techniques, etc). The general evolution of the mode shape with δ 1 is captured by the modified impedance condition. 
Bypass duct (downstream propagation)
The overall picture changes significantly for modes propagating downstream. Fig. 8 shows the attenuation rate against ξ for the cutback configuration at 1 BPF. In contrast with the upstream modes, which tend to follow a single well-defined relation between absorption and ξ, two different behaviours are observed for the downstream modes. For most of the modes the attenuation is relatively small, and more importantly, the boundary layer has very little impact on the attenuation. The second group of modes has a much stronger attenuation and the boundary layer has a noticeable effect (in the examples in Fig. 8 the attenuation increases with δ 1 ). For instance with R L ¼ 1 for ξC0:5 there is a 10 dB difference between the Myers condition and the solution with a 1% boundary layer thickness. The corresponding axial and radial wavenumbers are plotted in the complex plane in Fig. 9 . This second group of modes has radial wavenumbers with large imaginary parts and appear as a distinct set of modes in the k z complex plane. The corresponding mode shape functions decay rapidly away from the liner, and these modes are therefore behaving like surface waves. Fig. 10 presents the modal attenuation for the different azimuthal and radial orders with the liner resistance R L ¼ 1 and a boundary layer thickness δ 1 ¼ 1. Based on the mode ordering defined in Section 3 the surface waves are found as the first radial mode of each azimuthal order. As seen in Fig. 8 , the attenuation of these modes is significantly higher than the other (15) 
Boundary layer thickness δ 1 ¼ 0 (black), 0.5% (blue), 1% (red), 1.5% (green). Fully-resolved boundary layer ( Á ), Myers impedance condition ( Â ) and modified impedance condition (6) (þ ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) modes, except for the azimuthal orders close to cut-off. The Myers condition consistently underestimates the attenuation of the surface waves whereas the modified impedance condition (6) is found to be in good agreement with the fully-resolved boundary layer. In particular the effect of the boundary layer on the surface waves is accurately captured. We consider again the first radial mode with m ¼24 and in Fig. 11 we plot its attenuation as a function of the boundary layer thickness for R L ¼ 1 and 2. The consistent underprediction of the Myers condition is clearly visible. As expected in the case of downstream propagation, with a thicker boundary layer the attenuation of the mode is increased which is consistent with the refraction effect of the mean flow shear turning the waves towards the liner. The same trends are observed for other azimuthal orders m.
Influence of the flow velocity
To assess the effect of the mean flow on the attenuation, the cutback configuration (ω ¼ 23 with R L ¼ 4 and δ 1 ¼ 1%) is used and the mean flow velocity is varied from M¼0 (no flow) to M¼0.7. Results are shown in Fig. 12 for the upstream modes (results for the downstream modes do not bring more insight). Let us first consider the results with the fully-resolved boundary layer. We see that for low Mach numbers (and with no flow) the upstream modes present a similar trend as the downstream modes discussed in Section 5.2. As observed in Fig. 8 , a distinct group of modes exhibits a stronger rate of attenuation. These are modes with low radial orders, similar to surface waves, and for which the rate of attenuation increasing more rapidly with cut-off ratio. The other modes are not strongly influenced by the boundary layer. As we increase the Mach number we see these modes progressively collapsing on a single curved and we recover the trend observed in Section 5.1. It is therefore important to note that for low Mach numbers the qualitative behaviour of the downstream and upstream modes is similar. It is only for higher Mach numbers (in this case above 0.4) that there is a clear difference in the behaviour of the upstream modes (i.e. all the modes are strongly influenced by the boundary layer).
Secondly, with the Myers condition we see that the group of modes with a stronger attenuation does not merge with the other modes as the flow velocity increases. Instead they move to increasingly higher attenuation, and correspond to the group of modes already observed in Fig. 2 .
Thirdly, the modified impedance condition (6) follows the results of the fully-resolved boundary layer quite well, except for the highest Mach number where the attenuation is overestimated.
Multimode broadband noise
A simple model commonly used as an approximate description of broadband noise in intake and bypass ducts is that of uncorrelated modes with equal energy per mode. For a uniform flow it is relatively easy to show that the rate of attenuation of the acoustic power in the duct is given by the average of e 7 2ImðkmÞ calculated over all the modes carrying energy. The 7 sign changes when downstream or upstream modes are considered. Since lengths are normalised by the duct radius, this represents an attenuation rate in dB per radius. For hard-walled ducts there are a finite number of propagating modes, and evanescent modes are excluded, so the number of modes to include is well defined. With a lined wall this is not the case, and we have to define which modes should be included. Here we exclude the modes for which ξ is larger than 1.2. Including more modes by increasing this threshold does not alter the trends in the results, but only shifts the attenuation rate up by allocating more energy to modes that are decaying very rapidly. It should also be noted that we will only consider the differences between different predictions of the attenuation rate, since the absolute levels are functions of the threshold applied for the cut-off ratio.
Results are presented in Fig. 13 for the cutback configuration (M¼0.5) with the liner model (15) for two different liner resistance R L ¼ 4 and 1 (see Fig. 13 ).
For modes propagating downstream, we can see that the rate of attenuation is larger for the low resistance liner ðR L ¼ 1Þ, as expected. The impact of the boundary layer thickness on the liner performance is very small, and in fact almost invisible for R L ¼ 1. This is consistent with the observation made on individual modes in Section 5.2 since most of the modes are only very slightly influenced by the boundary layer. For R L ¼ 4, the general trend is a small increase of the absorption with increasing δ 1 . Both the Myers condition (4) and the modified impedance condition (6) are able to capture these small variations quite well. There is a more pronounced effect for modes propagating upstream. For the liner with a high resistance R L ¼ 4 ( Fig. 13b ) there is a clear trend where increasing the boundary layer thickness reduces the attenuation. Again this is typically explained by the refraction effect through the boundary layer that tends to shield the liner from the sound field. An exception to this is for a relatively thin boundary layer ðδ 1 ¼ 0:5 percentÞ between ω ¼ 9 and 17 where we observe an increase in attenuation compared to the case with an infinitely thin boundary layer. The attenuation achieved by the liner decays rapidly with frequency above ω410, which is consistent with the refraction effect becoming stronger as the acoustic wavelength decreases compared to the boundary layer thickness. The modified impedance condition (6) is able to describe quite accurately the effect of the boundary layer over the frequency range considered in Fig. 13b and for the three values of δ 1 (the error in prediction remains under 1 dB).
For the liner with a low resistance, in Fig. 13d , the change in attenuation with δ 1 is more complex. For ωo10 or ω433
we see a similar trend as before with a reduction in attenuation for thicker boundary layers. In between, the attenuation predicted with the Myers condition drops significantly while the attenuation calculated with a fully resolved boundary layer reaches a peak which becomes higher when δ 1 is increased. As in Fig. 13b , there is a rapid reduction in attenuation with frequency above ω417. The modified impedance condition is able to capture the general trends seen with the fullyresolved boundary layer but does not capture the peak of attenuation as well as in Fig. 13b (the difference still remains below 2 dB).
Influence of the boundary layer profile
For individual modes it was observed in [8, 18] that the velocity profile of the boundary layer has little influence on the attenuation, provided that the displacement thickness δ 1 remains constant. This is revisited here for a much larger number of modes. The velocity profile used for this purpose is
where n can be adjusted to change the boundary layer profile, see Fig. 14. The case n ¼1 corresponds to the linear profile used so far. The displacement thickness δ 1 defined in Eq. (7) is δ 1 ¼ δ=ð1þnÞ. Fig. 15a ,b the total thickness δ is kept constant at 2%, and we consider different boundary layer profiles with n varying from 1 to 5. As a consequence the displacement thickness varies from δ 1 ¼ 1% to 0.333%, with the boundary layer becoming thinner as n increases. Results in Fig. 15a show only a small change in attenuation for modes propagating downstream. The attenuation of the first radial modes is only slightly reduced when n increases, and there is virtually no change for the other modes. However, for modes propagating against the flow, increasing n leads to a significant increase in attenuation (for instance almost 10 dB for ξC0:6Þ.
In Fig. 15c,d , similar results are shown but in this case it is the displacement thickness δ 1 that is kept constant to match that of the linear profile (that is δ 1 ¼ 1%). The exponent n is varied and δ is adjusted to maintain δ 1 constant. In this case there is again no visible impact of n on the downstream modes but the impact on modes propagating upstream is significantly smaller than in Fig. 15a ,c (for instance of the order of 1 dB for ξC0:6).
Calculations were also performed for other flow velocities, frequencies and liner resistance and the same conclusions are obtained.
Conclusions and perspectives
The effect of the mean flow boundary layer on liner performance was studied by calculating acoustic modes in a lined duct with flow. The parametric study assessed the effects of the flow velocity, liner resistance, frequency and boundary layer thickness and profile. These parameters were selected to be representative of liners found on current designs of turbofan engines. Results show that there is a complex interplay between the boundary layer thickness, the direction of propagation and the liner impedance. The boundary layer can have a strong impact on liner performance for typical configurations found on turbofan engines. The parametric study presented here clarifies the extent of this effect and the situations when it is significant.
For sound propagating downstream (e.g. in a bypass duct), the impact of the boundary layer is very limited and is only significant for a subset of modes (primarily the first radial modes which are behaving as surface waves). These modes are relatively well attenuated, and a difference of the order of 5 dB was observed at 1 BPF between an infinitely thin boundary layer (Myers condition) and a fully-resolved boundary layer with δ 1 ¼ 1%. The attenuation of the other modes is generally weaker and only slightly modified by the boundary layer. As a consequence, the attenuation of broadband noise propagating downstream is not very sensitive to the boundary layer.
For sound propagating upstream (e.g. intake liners), the effect of the boundary layer can be very significant (provided M 4 0:3). Unlike for downstream propagation, all the modes are influenced in a similar way, with the effect increasing with ξ. It can be large even for relatively well cut-on modes. For example, at 1 BPF for the sideline configuration we observe a difference of 30 dB for the mode (24,1) and more than 5 dB for most of the azimuthal orders. This leads to a significant impact on the attenuation of broadband noise, with a difference of the order of 5 dB observed in some cases between a fullyresolved boundary layer and the Myers condition.
The effect of the boundary layer depends strongly on the liner resistance, and the two cannot be separated. For upstream propagation, varying the liner resistance has shown a complete change in the trend associated with the boundary layer thickness. For a high liner resistance, a rapid reduction of the attenuation was observed when the boundary layer thickness increases while for a lower resistance, the change in attenuation is not as strong, and more complex. This indicates that interpreting the effect of the boundary layer purely in terms of sound refraction through the mean flow shear is too simplistic and that the interaction between the liner and the boundary layer is more complex. A parametric study where the impedance is progressively varied would provide additional information on the boundary layer effect, in particular if it changes significantly when the liner impedance is close to, or far from, the optimal impedance.
It was confirmed that it is recommended to use the displacement thickness to characterise the boundary layer. This makes the acoustic attenuation largely independent of the boundary layer profile.
We have shown how the modified impedance condition (6) can be implemented in the calculation of duct modes through the introduction of auxiliary variables. This impedance condition appears to be quite robust and in almost all cases there is a qualitative improvement over the Myers condition and the correct trend is captured. In some cases (typically a large liner resistance) the agreement with the exact solution is excellent. In some cases however it can still introduce noticeable levels of errors compared to predictions with a fully resolved boundary layer.
Based on the results for the present parametric study it appears that the use of a modified impedance condition should be recommended for predicting boundary layer effect on liner performance (and avoiding the inclusion of a fully-resolved boundary layer, which can be costly). However, its implementation in more general prediction methods such as finite element models will not be trivial due to the presence of high-order derivatives. In addition the behaviour of the acoustic and hydrodynamic fields close to impedance discontinuities between lined and hard surfaces will have to be better understood. Obtaining reliable information on the boundary layer along the intake liner will be necessary. The ability of RANS calculations to provide this information should be investigated, together with the use of experimental data. Other issues worth considering in this context are the differences between rig-scale and full-scale models, or between flight and static tests.
